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This community of nations is still a dream, but people are becoming more and 

more aware of the threatening development. Even bourgeois commentators are 

already talking about the East-West conflict taking a back seat to the North-South 

conflict - the decisive battle between the White and the colored world. And this is 

the starting point of the battle:  

   

The Aryans dominate with the continents of Europe, America and Australia, as 

well as southern Africa, the richest nations of this world; here one feels the pulse 

of mankind; here is the cradle of technical and scientific progress; here are also 

still the strongest weapons and the greatest power - the superior knowledge. 

    

The colored peoples of Asia and Africa have found an alliance of purpose. After 

centuries of contempt that the Asian felt for the racially inferior Negro, they now 

form a common front in the UN. This alliance is still fragile. The problems of the 

individual countries are too different, the local tensions still too great:  
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But the colored people have understood how tremendous their common power can 

be. This starting position is not stable; the boundaries of the living space of the 

individual races are not precisely defined. Behind the development of the last 

decades there seems to be a precise plan:  

 

The appeal to the eternal bad conscience of the white man led him to give up the 

domination of Asia and Africa almost without a fight; the bad conscience now 

leads the white nations to give in more and more to the demands of the developing 

countries and to sink on their knees before the blackmail; the bad conscience will 

lead us to stab in the back the struggle of our brothers of the race in southern 

Africa, to retreat to the core of our habitat, as to a storm-tossed but safe island, and 

to beg in a pitiful voice for a little peace and quiet. But this island exists only in 

our imagination. 

    

Increasing race-mixing and the clever appeal, to the unified interests of all 

developing countries, threatens to snatch from us South and Central America, 

which the industrialized nations have allowed to degenerate into misery instead of 

saving for the white race. In North America, sentimental white left liberals and 

Democrats-traitors to their race-are advocating miscegenation and equal rights for 

the rapidly multiplying Negroes. Even here, where the power and strength of the 

white man is most conspicuous, our race is already mortally threatened, is drawing 

up a cultureless mishmash of peoples who will no longer feel any attachment to 

the destiny of the Aryan. 

    

But let us also not forget that defensive forces have formed here, race-conscious 

organizations. one of which - the NSDAP/foreign organization - has the merit of 

having revived National Socialism in Germany. And then we see Europe, the 

home of the white man, which does not yet appear to be threatened from within - 

at least that is how most Germans see it, who still believe in individual phenomena 

when they notice the many Negroes, Asians, Turks and Arabs in the cityscape. But 

England and France have already had their first race riots, and other countries will 

follow. And again and again the same picture:  

    

At first, the influx of alien-racial elements is tacitly approved. Then, when there 

are enough of them, one discovers a "minority problem," worries about the 

disadvantage and discrimination of these people, and demands equal civil rights 

and racial mixing. 
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We can observe this everywhere: first in South Africa and South America, later in 

North America, today already in England and France and tomorrow probably in 

the Federal Republic. Here there seems to be a mad plan at work to make the 

Aryan race disappear from the world. The outlines of this plan are clear, we 

believe to know the originators, the defense is a common task of all Whites. 

    

What to do?  

    

We are at a crossroads:  

    

Either we choose the comfortable way into surrender and with it into the gradual 

downfall, or the perilous way into the fight. We National Socialists have chosen 

the struggle! Together with hundreds of thousands of race-conscious Whites all 

over the world. It is difficult to stand with us:  

    

We have no riches anywhere in this world:  

    

Persecution, imprisonment and death await us, but we are driven by a sense of 

responsibility towards our sons, we have recognized our duty, we will do our duty!  

    

Many agree with us, only a few fight with us. After all, it's so comfortable and 

easy to let ourselves drift. Life can be so beautiful and who wants to lose their 

middle-class existence? And then they nod their heads when you tell them that the 

whites in southern Africa don't belong on the black continent, that racial mixing is 

something natural (just not when your own daughter ..., but why fear the worst, 

there aren't that many Negroes in Germany yet), that the riches of the world should 

be better distributed. It is so easy to say "yes" and so difficult to form one's own 

opinion and then to stand up for it. But basically it is very simple: If there is not 

enough for everyone (and that is the situation), then you have to agree, if that is 

not possible, then you have to fight. 

    

If we even rudely respond to the demands of the colored people, it will mean for 

us the end of the industrial age, the relapse into poverty and barbarism. It is our 

duty to the still unsuspecting peoples to state this so clearly. We cannot turn back 

time - the colonial age, the era of world-spanning empires is over. But the 

necessity of securing for ourselves a living space in which raw materials and 

industry, peasantry and science are equally sufficiently available - this necessity 

has remained. The Aryan world must regain control over the raw material 

deposits! 
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I am aware that many readers will consider my remarks too dramatic. The 

problems but also the hopes for the future, which arise for us from the demand for 

an Aryan community of nations, seem too theoretical, too far away. That is why I 

would like to present the alternatives of surrender and struggle once again in 

detail. I know that this execution can only be primitive and schematic, it is not an 

exact prediction, but a clarification of real lines of development: 

 

Surrender: 

The democracies of the West hold on to power, even as they are rocked by 

crises. The domestic political situation in France and England is confused, 

the conventional party system is breaking down, and the constant influx of 

colored immigrants is leading to regular race riots in the big cities. 

Meanwhile, the Federal Republic of Germany, under pressure from abroad 

and from domestic opinion makers, has relaxed alien legislation: foreign 

workers who have been here for many years and those with a German wife 

become citizens.  

 

The FRG has thus become a popular immigration country, and the 

regulations lead to an avalanche of mixed marriages. The foreign workers 

are given the right to vote, the Germans find nothing wrong with suddenly 

having a Turkish mayor. Slums are formed in the big cities and a new 

proletariat has emerged, blinded by the riches of the surroundings, and is 

revolting. These are the second generation of foreign workers, homeless and 

rootless, dissatisfied with their fate, they form criminal youth gangs. The 

original German population retreats to well-kept suburbs and leaves the 

inner cities to the foreigners.  

    

Relative calm prevails in the United States, and the Negroes' demand for 

complete equality has largely been met. It is now impossible for an 

American to be elected U.S. president without a black vice president. At 

some point the president falls victim to an assassination attempt! For the 

first time a colored man becomes the most powerful man in the world!  

    

Meanwhile, a fair world economic order is being struggled for at a 

permanent conference between developing and industrialized countries. 

Desperate to fend off the intemperate wishes of Asians and Africans, 

responsible statesmen in the West seek and eventually find moderate color 

leaders who understand that their demands will bring about the collapse of 
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the world economy. Compromises are made, but the moderates are 

supported by revolutionaries trained in Moscow or Beijing. 

    

The Black president of the USA finally forces the recalcitrant European 

states to accept a solution that hits their countries' economies hard but 

initially satisfies the developing countries. The new world economic order 

leads to mass unemployment and internal unrest in the European states. 

Governments fall and new communist regimes come to power. In other 

states, the army coups and reverses the measures, resisting foreign pressure. 

In response, developing countries implement boycott measures against 

which no precautions are taken. 

    

Is it all still so far away now, so unimaginable? Only science fiction? I think 

everybody knows that this, or a similar, horror picture can very well be our 

future. 

 

Struggle: 

Increasing economic difficulties are causing communist and "neo-Nazi" 

revolutionary movements to grow stronger in European countries. The 

people, dissatisfied with the democratic system and full of fear of 

communism, call for the strong man.  

 

In some country, perhaps Italy or England, national, perhaps even national-

socialist movements triumph and now support similar groups everywhere in 

order to break the isolation into which that state has inevitably fallen. 

Finally, a new order in Europe comes into being, which was already 

preformed in the Second World War. The small European states inevitably 

orient themselves toward the Federal Republic, the only major European 

power. Programs are developed for the repatriation of colored minorities, 

Germany throws out all foreign workers within a year. The European states, 

which now cooperate closely under German leadership, break away from 

the supremacy of the USA.  

    

To secure the supply of raw materials, a clever foreign policy uses the 

traditional German-Arab/German-Persian friendship.  

    

Generous German and European aid stabilizes Iran and an anti-Israeli policy 

wins us the heart of the Arab nation, which - disappointed by the USA and 

the USSR - now turns to the third world power, Europe, which has become 
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National Socialist. Without letting it come to war, the Western Europeans 

promote nationalist uprising movements behind the iron curtain, support the 

national struggle for freedom of the peoples oppressed by Bolshevism and 

thus make possible the historical situation in which Germany finds its unity 

again.  

    

The successes of a National Socialist Europe have a signal effect for North 

America; there the idea of the Aryan community of nations, which Europe 

successfully exemplifies, wins new friends just as in Australia. In the end 

there will be a community of Aryan peoples who will be masters of a newly 

ordered world; a community which for a long time will open up a 

tremendous future for this crisis-ridden planet, under the leadership of the 

White Man. 

    

This is our way into the Third Millennium; this is our idea of a natural 

world order. The racial foundations of our will and the interests of our 

people demand that the national revolution of yore become a world 

revolution! In this new order, however, Greater Germany will rediscover its 

old destiny: to unite Western Europe as the heir of the Roman Empire and, 

as the core people of the Aryan race, to keep watch to the East as the shield 

of the White Race against Asia! 

 

 

THE LEGAL FIGHT 
 

It has always been claimed that National Socialism perished in 1945 without 

leaving a trace. This is a lie of the democrats. The NSDAP had been dissolved, its 

leaders had been arrested or murdered, the entire German people had been 

subjected to a tremendous brainwashing unprecedented in history. Under these 

circumstances, it is amazing how quickly the German freedom movement 

organized itself and, under constantly changing names, intervened in postwar 

politics.  

 

No sooner had the Allied approval requirement for the founding of political parties 

been lifted than the Socialist Reich Party (SRP) was founded in 1949. Like a 

whirlwind, the SRP swept through the West German Federal Republic: the  

founding of the state associations, the large-scale rallies, the electoral successes 

followed one after the other. 
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The Socialist Reich Party proclaimed the historical truth about Adolf Hitler, 

committed itself to national socialism, to the national community of all 

Germans and to the German Reich. The movement already provided the first 

mayors, and in Lower Saxony there were negotiations about participation in 

the government. 

    

The SRP proved that even after the defeat in the world war, the German people 

could still be inspired. At the head of the incipient rebirth came the old party 

comrade Dr. Duris and especially General Remer, who on July 20, 1944 

defeated the attempted coup by reactionary officers. On July 20, 1944, he 

defeated the attempted coup by reactionary officers and thus saved the honor 

of the German Wehrmacht in the eyes of history. The party won up to 12% of 

the vote in state elections, and considerably more in local elections. The 

breakthrough was imminent, but it was now shown once again that it is a 

mistake to confuse democracy with popular rule:  

    

Instead of recognizing the will of the people and resigning themselves to the 

rise of the Socialist Reich Party, the Democrats pushed through the ban in 

1953. 

    

Less than five years after the first denazification wave had subsided, the SRP 

members were once again subjected to persecution. Even the most loyal 

gradually lost courage and confidence. But the spirit of National Socialism 

remained alive. It was found again in parts of the mutual aid society of the 

former Waffen-SS (HIAG), in small groups within actually reactionary parties 

(Deutsche Reichspartei and later Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands), 

and there was also a plethora of revolutionary organizations (e.g., the later 

banned, quite successful Bund Nationaler Studenten, or the also banned 

Freikorps Deutschland) that tended the fire. 

    

But success remained impossible; there was no one who could develop a 

political strategy in the face of ever new bans and waves of re-education. The 

only task left was to preserve the idea in small communities, to keep comrades 

together and to wait for better times. The increasing prosperity also did its part; 

people did not want to put their bourgeois existence, which had been hard 

enough fought for in view of the discrimination of earlier National Socialists, 

at risk again. First a new generation had to grow up that was ready to take over 

the flag and carry it into the future. 
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In 1968, Wolf Dieter Eckart, a graduate engineer, founded the Bund Deutscher 

Nationalsozialisten (BDNS). It was a cheeky hussar with guts and not without 

tactical skill. Our comrade Eckart has achieved a unique historical merit:  

 

With his open confession of National Socialism, he ended a long night and 

gave the impetus for the spectacular return of an idea believed dead to the 

political stage of our time. The newly lit flame has not been extinguished 

since!  

    

The preparatory work for this new foundation began as early as 1967. Through 

an advertisement in the reactionary National-Zeitung, which is, however, read 

by many National Socialists, Eckart sought like-minded people for an Anti-

Comintern League, which later became the BDNS. But as great as Wolf Dieter 

Eckart's merit is for the rebirth of a German freedom movement, he failed as a 

politician. Without the BDNS finding the opportunity to develop significantly 

beyond Hamburg, it was already banned a few weeks after its official 

founding. 

    

But the flame was already unquenchable. Young people, revolutionaries, 

discovered that one need not be on the left to be able to fight against a rotting 

system. Whereas young National Socialists had supported a successful national 

conservative party, the NPD, with tremendous effort as late as 1969, things 

were already sounding different in 1970/71:  

    

"Brandt against the wall!" and "Power to the people's traitors - national 

freedom struggle," demanded a crowd of many thousands in Würzburg and 

Kassel. 

    

The WIDERSTAND (resistance) action took its course with elementary force. 

First hundreds, then thousands gathered under flags with the big W. AKTION 

WIDERSTAND was an enormous rallying movement of all national forces - 

from moderate reactionaries to convinced National Socialists - united in the 

fight against the criminal treaties with the East of the Brandt government, with 

which the claim to a quarter of the German Reich was given away.  

    

Aktion W, however, was carried by young revolutionaries who, for the first 

time, believed they saw the awakening of the nation before them when they 

marched through major German cities in the evening with torches and sang the 

verses to the tune of an old National Socialist battle song:  
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RESISTANCE is the watchword,  

RESISTANCE is our duty.  

Tear down the zone wall,  

Overthrow the Brandt government!  
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